D06G

WARNING

In this subclass non-limiting references (in the sense of paragraph 39 of the Guide to the IPC) may still be displayed in the scheme.

1/00 Beating, brushing, or otherwise mechanically cleaning or pressure cleaning carpets, rugs, sacks, hides, or other skin or textile articles or fabrics (brushes A46B; suction cleaners A47L; domestic cleaning apparatus A47L; cleaning in general B08B; apparatus for cleaning bed feathers B68G 3/00)

1/005 . {inside a rotary receptacle}

3/00 Turning inside-out flexible tubular or other hollow articles (in combination with inspecting D06H 3/16 ; turning tubes inside out in the shaping joining of plastics or shaping of substances in a plastic state B29C 67/0018))

3/02 . by mechanical means

3/04 . pneumatically

5/00 Mechanical, vacuum, or pressure cleaning in combination with the turning inside-out of flexible tubular or other hollow articles